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Historical Note
Organized in 1969, the UCLA Committee for the University in for Future (CUF) had over 400 "moderate" faculty concerned about the increased politicalization of the university's administrative process and policies including faculty tenure, faculty hiring, and "radical" faculty involvement and support of student campus protests. (source: Los Angeles Times, 6 June 1970)
Scope and Content
Record Series 24 contains the administrative files of the Committee for the University in the Future (CUF), a UCLA faculty organization dating from during 1969 to 1973.
This is an inactive record series; no additional University records are expected to be added.
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Box 1
Academic Senate - Student Vote in Senate. 1971.
Committee on Inter-Campus Relations. 1970.

Extent: 2 folders

Box 1
CUF Committee - Drafting Committee. 1969.
CUF Committee - Organizing Committee Meeting. 1969.

Extent: 3 folders

Box 2

Extent: 23 folders

Box 2

Extent: 7 folders

Box 2
Extent: 2 folders

Box 3  Council of Faculty for Academic Responsibility - Statement, Governor's Budget. 1971.
Extent: 2 folders

Extent: 6 folders

Box 3  Davis, Angela - Investigation, AAUP. 1970.
Box 4  Equal Opportunities Employment. 1971.
Box 4  FREEDOM AT ISSUE. 1971-1972.
Extent: 2 folders

Extent: 2 folders

Box 4  Membership Applications and Organizational Matters. 1969-1972.
Box 5  Petitions. 1970.
Box 5  Reagan, Ronald (California Governor) - 1971 Feb 18, Meeting. 1971.
Box 5  Regents of the University of California. 1970-1972.
Box 5  Sacramento Seminar. 1971.
Box 5  Speaking Engagements - CUF Members. 1970.
Extent: 2 folders

Box 5  Stanford University - H. Bruce Franklin Case. 1972.
Box 5  University Professors for Academic Order, Inc. (UPAO). 1970.
Extent: 4 folders